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 Ultrasonic Wire  

Splice System 

The US-3020WS is Tech-Sonic’s new industrial,     

ultrasonic wire splice solution.  It welds stranded, 

braided and magnet wires to create a wire splice, 

wire crimp or a battery cable splice.  The connections 

it produces are used in the automotive, aircraft,  

computer and    consumer electronics industries, as 

well as other process control and industrial 

instrument  applications.  Most commonly it is used in 

the production of wire harnesses.   

  

Tech-Sonic’s Graphical Splice Editor enables the 

user to   design splices quickly and easily.  Realistic 

images of the wires to be spliced show insulation 

color, wire size, stranded / unstranded and the layout 

of the completed splice, giving operators an accurate 

guide to the process. The welding time on the US-

3020WS is generally less than one second and there 

is no design limit on the number of recipes stored or 

sequence steps. In addition, rapid prototyping is 

possible with our extensive Data Pack of suggested 

weld parameters.  In addition to precision adjustment 

of splice width, Tech-Sonic also offers a variety of 

tooling knurl patterns to optimize the performance of 

the system for your specific application. 

  

 

 

 Bench top unit is a lightweight, compact, modular     
system ideal for limited-space areas 

  
 Easy, quick tooling changes without recalibration     

reduce downtime and operating costs 
  
 Competitive initial system investment and low-cost  

replacement tooling yields lower life-time costs 
  
 Exceptionally fast cycle times provide increased      

productivity  
  
 Integrated quality control system with automatic    

process monitoring results in consistent product 
quality 

  
 Ergonomically designed user interface for ease of 

use and reduced operator training  
  
 Ease of set up, operation and maintenance means 

quick system start up and reduced system downtime 
  
 High-quality tooling design for consistent welding 

and long tool life  



 

 

Frequency 20 kHz nominal 

Ultrasonic Power 

Output 
3.0 kW maximum 

Power Supply 
220-240 VAC; 16 Ampere  

maximum 

Pneumatic Pressure 
6.5 bars / 94 psi dry, 

clean air 

Weld Force ~ 1600 N maximum 

Tooling 
Sonotrode / Anvil / Fixture   

optimized for application 

Weldhead  
12 kg / 26.5 pounds; 

7.5Wx20Dx8H inch 

Controller 

Power module with 

integrated power controls; 

14Wx22.5Dx11H inch;          

6.5” TFT Touchscreen 

Certifications CE EMC 

 Splices stranded, braided and magnet wires: 0.7—32 mm2                       
(total cross section); multiple wire splicing from 28AWG – 4AWG 
 

 Easy to use graphical user interface with touch screen-based  operation 
 

 Integrated continuous welding controls provide uniform and consistent  
weld quality 

  
 Digital travel measurement for high precision operation with separately      

adjustable tolerances for all key weld parameters 
  
 Fully closed-loop digital amplitude control with precision setting in one    

micron increments; automatically adjusts power to desired weld operation 
  
 Continuous logging of all weld parameters, pressures, times, errors, etc.  

maintaining data for up to1 million welds; data output via FTP or USB     
filtered by date 

  
 PLC controlled operation:  Power On, E-Stop, Ready, Start, Weld, Done,  

Error 
  
 No design limit on number of individual weld recipes available for recall 
  
 

Features 

US-3020WS 

TECH-SONIC has been a leader in the field of  

Ultrasonic Welding since its beginning in 1996. 

The company is now exclusively engaged in the 

development, manufacture and global distribution 

of ultrasonic metal welding machines and  

associated tooling. 

  

We began as a response to the growing demand 

for improved electronics quality and efficiency.  

Our founder has traveled the globe to market 

welding machinery backed by his education from 

the Welding Engineering program at the Ohio 

State University, making Tech-Sonic a world 

leader in ultrasonic metal welding. 

  

As a member of the world renowned Edison 

Welding Institute (EWI), Tech-Sonic has access to 

some of the world’s best engineers, technicians, 

and scientists in materials joining and allied 

technologies.  With extensive capabilities and 

experience, we continue to create and innovate. 

Info@TechSonicUltrasonic.com  
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Specifications 

Wire Splice Editor 

Operator Run Screen 


